Midline dose algorithm for in vivo dosimetry.
The high level of accuracy required in radiotherapy treatment dosimetry makes necessary good treatment quality control. The common way is the use of in vivo dosimetry equipment that allows the direct measurement of dose delivered to the patient. Control of homogeneity and constancy of the incident beam on the patient can be achieved directly by means of entrance dose measurement; however, control of dose delivered to tumours and internal organs is difficult because of the impossibility of a direct measurement. In this case calculations are made using external measurements (entrance and exit sides of the patient) to obtain the dose delivered. In this work, an algorithm that allows the real-time knowledge of midline dose as a function of thickness and entrance and exit doses coming from semiconductor detectors is presented. By having the electrometer connected to the computer, these three values (entrance, midline, and exit dose) are displayed instantaneously when the algorithm is included in the acquisition program. The model has been developed both for standard (source to surface distance = 100 cm) and special treatment techniques such as total body irradiation (SSD = 314 cm). There is a good agreement of experimental and calculated values with differences below 0.04%.